FEATURES

DEVELOPMENT

DESIGN

ACC.

Discover sun protection on a new
level with eROLLO of Erfal. The
innovative drive system with
integrated energy source offers a
maximum of energy efficiency.
eROLLO is extremely quiet,
flexible in operation and in
Germany this system is
exclusively distributed by Erfal.

How to sleep well
Start into the day with
sun. At the push of a
button your
comfortable, darkened
bedroom becomes a
bright, friendly room –
and everything very
comfortably while lying
in your bed with your
eROLLO.

eROLLO is driven by an new,
spring balanced motor and is
extremely economical. Drive and
batteries are invisibly integrated
in the tube. The life cycle of the
commercially available batteries
is several years(depending on
the dimensions and frequency of
use). eROLLO works cordless, is
simply to install and extremely
quiet.

INNOVATION
TECHNOLOGY

COMMUNICATION
OPERATION

SINGLE REMOTE

eROLLO offers modern operation methods. It is comfortable
and flexible to operate via remote control, smartphone, tablet
pc or by hand. Integration in existing house networks is
possible.

MULTI REMOTE

QMOTION APP

NAVIGATION
CONTROL

You can control eROLLO by the
push of a button or manually
according to your wishes. Preset
and customizable automatic
stops make the operation even
more comfortable. Up to six roller
blinds or rather blind groups can
be controlled at the same time.

SINGLE REMOTE

MULTI REMOTE

Operate your eROLLO or a group
with Single Remote. With the
buttons UP and DOWN as well as
buttons for the position at 25%, 50%
and 75% your eROLLO can be

With 6 single / group channels and a
main collection, Multi Remote offers
the control of multiple eROLLOs.
With the buttons UP and DOWN as
well as buttons for the position at

positioned individually.

25%, 50% and 75% your eROLLO can
be positioned individually.

DESIGN
TYPES

Your eROLLO is available in
different types. Choose between
400 roller blind fabrics of the
current erfal collection. That way
you can harmonize most modern
roller blind technology and stylish
window decoration.

eROLLO APP

Available from summer 2013.

With the app QMotion and Qsync
you can control your roller blinds
very comfortably from your
smartphone or tablet pc.

Available in the following colors:

silver white

silver

eROLLO KASSETTE
silver

white

ACCESSORIES
EXTENSION DEVICES

QCONNECT

QRELAY

QSYNC

Qconnect offers the gate of
eROLLO to existing home
automation system with a

Qrelay is the range amp for
all eROLLOs. It repeats the
radio signal via the

Qsync is the radio station
for the connection between
smartphone and eROLLO

range up to 45 meter.

supplied USB wall power
supply.

with a range of 10-15
meters

